
A Scarsdale Education for the Future



•To prepare our students for effective 
participation in an interdependent world

•To develop mind and spirit to inspire a 
love of learning

•To foster decent, responsible, 
contributing citizens (non sibi)

Educational Goals



Information, Media, 
and Technology 

Fluency

Cognition: Higher 
Order Thinking

Behaviors,
Capacities, 

Dispositions

Subject Content

Student Learning



Subject Content

1. Basic Skills (e.g. literacy and numeracy)

2. Academic content within disciplines

3. Global issues with interdisciplinary implications

• Economic interdependence, education, & poverty
• Political/religious/demographic convergences & tensions
• Sustainability, including food, water, fuel, resources & 
  biodiversity
• Materialism, faith, and the search for meaning



Information, Media, and 
Technology Fluency

• Inquiry Skills: question, locate, analyze
   and communicate information

• Media literacy, including the analysis and creation
   of digital and print media

• Technology fluency: digital citizenship, problem-solving, 
   communication, and creative expression



Assessment Example:
Elementary School



Behaviors, Capacities, Dispositions

• Flexibility, Adaptability
• Social and cross-cultural skills
• Productivity, accountability
• Leadership, responsibility
• Initiative, self-direction, perseverance
• Collaboration and communication
• Social contribution
• Self-efficacy



Cognition: Higher Order Thinking

2. Creative Thinking

   • Analysis
   • Synthesis
   • Evaluation
   • Evaluation of the significance of ideas and knowledge
   • Application of knowledge to new situations

1. Critical Thinking and Problem Solving

   • Originality
   • Creativity
   • Imagination
   • Innovation



Short Term Goals

• Developing our students’ higher order, critical 
and creative thinking

• Developing students’ ability to solve complex, 
authentic, non-standard problems using a 
cross disciplinary approach



• We have always developed CCT/PS, but 
have not always been explicit about 
when/how

• We want to develop deep learning 
experiences with equity of access for all 
students 

• We want to encourage and respect 
individual teacher creativity

Premises



Assessing Our 
Progress



• Kindergarten Dance

• Inquiry Research K-5

•Singapore Math

• Middle School PSAs

Our Exemplars Include:



• Final cross-disciplinary assessment (grade 8)

• Global Citizenship course (grade 12)

• Student work analysis (grades 6-8)

• Extreme Makeover STI course (all grades)

• Lesson Study (grades K-5)

Recent Work



Assessment Example:
Middle School



• It is interdisciplinary 

• It is authentic

• It requires students to apply
  critical and creative thinking
  to a real world problem

How is this assessment different?



Reflecting on
Our Progress



• We have made considerable progress in addressing 
critical & creative thinking/problem-solving

• We are learning to advance a District initiative 
consistent with an institutional culture valued by our 
learning community

• We are developing a shared focus that is intentional, 
mindful, and explicit

• We have fostered cross-District conversations 

Reflecting on Our Progress



New Questions

• Is there a difference between 
“critical thinking” and “creative thinking?”

• Is there a difference between 
“creative thinking” and “creativity?”

• Is artistic creativity the same as 
creativity in other situations?

• Can creativity be taught?



• We are continuing to investigate better ways to 
assess student learning by looking at student 
work

• We are delving deeper into existing high level 
assessments, including the PISA assessment 

• We are beginning to develop our own high level 
assessments; this is an evolutionary process

How can we know if we are teaching 
critical and creative thinking effectively?



•Receive and process feedback from Tri-State 
Consultancy

•Continue developing methods
  to collect evidence of student
  learning
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•  How does student work demonstrate knowledge
   and skills?

• What level of work is exemplary?

• How might we adapt instruction to improve results?

• How can we provide systemic opportunities for   
 students to develop their capacities?

Next Step:
Focus on obtaining evidence

of student learning



We have established “assured opportunities” for all students

• Kindergarten dance
• Science Inquiry Research
• Singapore Math
• 5th Grade Capstone
• 7th Grade PSA
• 8th Grade assessment
• 9th Grade assessment

 How can these be improved?

 Where should we expand?

Next Step:
Provide Equity of Opportunity



•Howard Gardner

•Diane Ravitch

•Lella Gandini (Reggio Emilia)

•Grant Wiggins

•Charlotte Danielson

•Robert DiYanni

•The Tri-State Consortium

Visitors Who Have Informed and 
Affirmed our Thinking



• To prepare our students for 
  the global community

Critical, higher order thinking 
and the ability to solve 
complex problems will be 
crucial to our collective and 
individual success in the 
years ahead

Why is this work
important?




